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TESSERENT LISTED ON ALL TECH INDEX AS
STRONG, ORGANIC GROWTH CONTINUES

-

TNT added to S&P/ASX All Technology Index

-

Recognised as one of Australia’s fastest-growing technology firms

-

Tesserent continues to experience strong organic growth from group cross-sales

Tesserent Limited (ASX:TNT) is pleased to announce its listing on the S&P/ASX All Technology Index (All
Tech Index) as announced on 11 December 2020. This comes as a result of our strong overall market
performance during 2020, with continued significant organic growth across existing Group companies.
Tesserent listed on the All Tech Index
The All Tech Index represents the ASX’s fastest-growing sector, shining the spotlight on Australia’s leading
technology companies. With TNT’s addition to the All Tech Index, the Company joins firms including
Afterpay (ASX:APT), REA Group (ASX:REA) and Xero (ASX:XRO).
This achievement is a significant milestone for Tesserent and validates the Company’s growth strategy,
highlighting the sustained, exponential growth TNT has realised in the past 12 months.
Julian Challingsworth, TNT’s Co-CEO, commented; “We’re delighted with the ongoing recognition of
Tesserent’s continued growth. Being added to the All Tech Index is a real acknowledgement of the success
of our growth strategy and opens TNT up to new investors and funds that follow and invest in indices”.
Synergies & Growth Update
In addition to the 135% YoY EBITDA growth in our Federal Government division as announced on 9
December 2020, the Company is also pleased to report continued strong organic cross-sell growth across
its entire group of companies.
Major wins so far this quarter include 12 services agreements across Federal, State and Local
Governments, as well as Financial Services Groups and Property Developers.
Kurt Hansen, TNT’s Co-CEO, commented; “We’re delighted with the continuing collaboration and
significant cross-sell opportunities that are being realised within the group. We’ve already seen significant
success, and expect this trend to continue into 2021 as we expand locally and abroad”.
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The Company looks forward to keeping the market updated on the progress of our growth strategy,
together with our next full quarterly report at the conclusion of Q2 FY21.
ABOUT TESSERENT
Tesserent provides full service, enterprise-grade Cyber Security and networking solutions targeted at midmarket, enterprise and government customers across Australia. The Company’s Cyber 360 strategy delivers
integrated solutions covering identification, protection and 24/7 monitoring against Cyber Security threats.
With in excess of 220 security engineers, Tesserent has the capability to support organisations defend their
digital assets against increasing risks and cyber-attacks.
Tesserent has been transformed via the acquisition of several high-quality Cyber Security businesses
including Pure Security, Rivium, North Security, Seer Security, Airloom, Ludus Security and iQ3, making it
Australia’s largest listed dedicated Cyber Security firm.
Learn more at www.tesserent.com.
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